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A NOTE ON THE TRIGAMMA FUNCTION* 
Harold Ruben, University of Minnesota 
The purpose of this note is to bring attention to the fact that the formula 
d~ 
dz2 
log r(z + 1) 1 1! 1 2~ 
= m + 2 (z + 1) + T 
2 
1 
(z + 1)3 + 
. . . , Re(z) > -1 
where (z + 1). = (z + l)(z + 2) •.• (z + j), is a direct consequence of the well-
J 
known formula of Gauss for the value of the hypergeometric function with unit 
argument. The series in (1) converges absolutely and uniformly on the region 
.Re(z)> -1 + 8 (8 > 0), and serves also as an asymptotic development for the trigamma 
function wnen -Tr/2 < arg (z+l) < Tr/2. In fact, we have 
00 
F(a,b;c;l) = ~ 
0 
(a) .(b). 
J J j~(c). 
J 
r(c)r(c - a - b) 
= r(c - a)r(c - b) 
and therefore in particular 
r(c)r(c - 2b) 
r2 (c - b) 
00 
= ~ 
0 
Re (c - a - b) > O, cf O, -1, -2, .•• , 
Re(c - 2b) > O, cf O, -1, -2, ••• 
(1) follows from (2) on letting b ""O. It is actually slightly more convenient to 
reparametrize (2) by setting z = c - b, h =band taking logarithms before allowing 
h to tend to 0. Thus, 
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log r(z+h) - 2log r(z) + log r(z-h) 
h2 + .•• ) ' 
Re(z-h) > 0, z+h + 0, -1, -2, •.. , h + 0, 
which gives 
d2 . 00 
-, log r(z) = E 
dz2 1 
as in ( 1) , when h ~ O. 
{(j - 1) !}2 
j!(z). 
J 
Re( z)> O, 
[Here lim {(h) .} 2 /{(z+h) .h2 ) = 12 • 22 ••• (j - 1)2 /(z). 
h~O J J J 
has been used. Justification of the term by term limiting process is elementary 
and is omitted. ] . Absolut~ and uniform convergence of the series in (1) on the 
region Re(z) > -1 + 6 (6 > 0) follows fromRaabe's test and 
1
00 (j. - 1) ! 
~ j•(z+l). 
J 
< r, \ _J ,, 00 . (· -·1 ..~~ 1 j•6(6 + 1) •.• 6 + j - 1) < 00 
(the ratio of the jth to the (j + l)th term in the dominating series being 
( 1 + -1/ j) ( 1 + 6/ j)), while the asymptotic nature of the series follows from 
00 (j-_1)~ 
I j=~ 1 JT(z+ITj I = 
< 
< 
m' I ( m-1-1) • < z+ 1 J 
m' I cm+ 1 J • i z+ 1 J I 
m+l 
m 
e 
m! 
• m+l 
00 m+l (m+l)q 
. E 
q=O m+l+q ( z+m+2) q 
00 
. r, 
q=O 
mq 
(m+l) q 
= o( lmth term!), 
(1) should be contrasted to the familiar result 
d2_ ~ log r(z + 1) = 
dz2 
1 
(z + 1)2 + 
- 2 -
1 
+ (z + 2) 2 
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(1) can, of course, be obtained independently. For example, it follows from 
Norlund's series [1924, p. 261] 
w(a - z) = w(a) 
·J 
valid for Re(a - z) > 0 and a+ O, -1, -2, ... , in which t(z) = (d/dz) log r(z), 
by differentiation at z = O, and can also be obtained by a slight modification of 
standard theory for the development of functions in series of inverse factorials 
[Whittaker and Watson 1946, pp.142-4]. (We remark in passing that the last method 
is here rather clumsy, and the coefficients of 1/(z + 1). are obtained as iinear 
J 
functions of the Bernouilli numbers.) Nevertheless, the proof of this note is 
simple and suggestive. 
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